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Abstract— To improve the efficiency of solar systems, it is 

very important to get more information about solar panel 

performance, tracking and maintenance. In this paper data 

monitoring of solar power system is performed by 

combination ARDUINO UNO and ARDUINO WI-FI 

SHIELD Communication. Which has the ability to identify 

areas of failure and can be easily accessed. The ARDUINO 

UNO is used for data automatic analysis, processing, 

displaying and saving automatically whereas ARDUINO 

WI-FI SHIELD communication device is responsible for 

real time data transmission to the monitoring center. This 

system monitors the ambient temperature around solar 

power generation equipment’s, humidity, solar irradiation, 

generated current and voltage by solar panel and battery 

voltage it also controls the battery charging level. At the 

receiving end SQL database is used to save the data and for 

displaying purpose web based is used. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 

Solar power is emerging as the number one competitive 

renewable energy resource, so to improve the utilization of 

solar energy resources,solar power monitoring systems is 

more important. Photovoltaic solar panels are increasing in 

popularity and users need accurate      

information of their solar energy installation. 

Currently, most residential solar panel systems only provide 

energy information on a monthly or weekly basis and do not 

allow individual panel monitoring. PV solar panel has at 

least 25 years warranty, whereas inverters only come with 

an 8-10 years warranty. That means that sometime in the 8-

10 years range the inverter will die and the system will stop 

producing energy. With a monitoring system in place the 

installer or homeowner will know immediately that the 

system has been compromised. Otherwise it could be weeks 

or months before the home owner looks at their energy 

usage statement from their utility company and realizes that 

their solar electricity system is not longer producing energy. 

Other problems are arrives when solar power monitoring 

system is not in use and that problems are related to the 

battery charging and discharging states. Overcharging of 

battery will produces Gasification and that will reduces the 

effective capacity of battery, whereas over discharging will 

produces Hard Sulfation. As result of sulfation it generates 

big crystals on battery plate which do not take it is very 

important to get more information about solar panel 

performance, tracking and maintenance. In this paper, the 

part in any chemical reaction and can make battery 

unusable. So, solar power monitoring systems adopts 

modular design concept, the entire system consists of two 

modules: The master control module which has the 

ARDUINO UNO microcontroller which is designed to 

acquire and display real-time performance parameters 

whereas The wireless Communication module adopts 

ARDUINO WI-FI SHIELD as the wireless communication 

device .which is responsible for real-time data transmission 

to the monitoring centre, whereby the displayed data could 

be monitored and controlled some parameters from a remote 

distance over the Internet. 

II. PROPOSED MODEL 

 

This system monitors the  temperature around solar 

power generation equipments with the help temperature 

sensor,sens the humidity of environments and broadcost the 

weather condition,solar radiance sensor sens the solar 

irradiation and display on the screen that radiation of sun is 

usefull or it damage the pv- cell, current sensor sens the 

generated current by solar panel and battery voltage it also 

controls the battery charging level.The master control 

module which has the ARDUINO UNO microcontroller 

which is designed to acquire and display real-time 

performance parameters whereas The wireless 

Communication module adopts ARDUINO WI-FI SHIELD 

as the wireless communication device .which is responsible 

for real-time data transmission to the monitoring centre, 

whereby the displayed data could be monitored and 

controlled some parameters from a remote distance over the 

Internet. 

In this study the target is to monitor and control a 

developed solar panel by using available internet 

foundation. This web-enabled software will provide more 

flexibility over the system such as transmitting data from 

panel to the host computer and disseminating information to 

any stake holders barring any geographical barrier. The 

software would be built around web server with dynamic 

HTML and JAVA, this paper presents the preliminary 

design of the proposed system. 
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III. CONCLUSION 

The solar power monitoring system could realize the 

accurate diagnosis and prevent faults from further expanding 

and improve reliability of photovoltaic power station. 

IOT based communications system is successfully applied to 

the Arduino system, for achieving the rapid and accurate 

transmission of the parameters around the solar power plant. 
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